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The Partner Program is an amazing

opportunity for you to help out your network,

as well as get financially compensated for it.

Many of the people in your network are

either business owners or part of flourishing

businesses. They are scratching their head as

to how to go about their online marketing. 

They’re losing SO much money by not

marketing themselves correctly. 

I don’t blame them, they should be focusing

on the structural integrity of their business

and how to grow it. 

You could be the person to help them out.

THE BRIEF

WHO WE ARE OUR OFFER

78% OF SMALL BUSINESSES NOW GET AT LEAST ONE
QUARTER OF NEW CUSTOMERS VIA SOCIAL MEDIA

Owe Digital is a marketing agency run by

digital natives who simply understand the

social media landscape like no one else.

We have deep roots in content creation and

social media advertising. 

We offer a premium service at a price point

no other agency can match.

If you refer a client to us for one of our

monthly retainers and they sign on, then you

get 30% of the first month’s retainer.

For example, if a client signs on to a £3,000 a

month retainer - you will be sent £1,000

(approx.)

 

Most people work over 100 hours to make

£1,000 you could make that over a phone

call, or a text, even a lunch.

 

If you refer a client to us for consulting or a

marketing gig, you will receive TWENTY

percent of the ENTIRE project. For example, a

two day video shoot costing £2,000, £400

will go straight to you.



HOW CAN YOU START
To make things even better, you don’t have

to pitch ANYTHING to them if you don’t want

to. We believe that a solid partnership should

be based off of respect and trust. We’re not in

the business of taking. We offer a social

media audit, where we go through a

company’s online presence (including

website) and send them back a detailed

analysis of what they’re doing right, what

they’re doing wrong and how they could be

leaving money on the table.

 

We usually offer this for £297, but to make it

easier - we created a offer where you can

send them to and they can get this FOR

FREE. Here is the link : owedigital.com/audit

 

Now you’re not even pitching them anything,

you’re just offering them pure value and in

return, if they come on board with us, you’ll

be compensated generously. All you have to

do is, once you’ve sent someone to our free

audit offer, email pacome@owedigital.com

with the details of who you referred and then

we’ll know you’re the one who sent them for

the free audit!
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FINAL WORDS
I hope you’re excited for this opportunity and

see the potential for quick income. If there is

anything that Owe Digital could ever aid you

with, even if it’s a simple question - don’t

hesitate to send us an email.

 

Sincerly, 

 

Pacôme Gauhy - Founder of OWEDigital


